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Dear Rudy & Erin,
Greetings! I asked a friend (one of your viewers and a really extraordinary man) to let you know that the court
denied my recent habeas corpus petition, so I'm sure you know by now. In any case, the ruling reflects either an
extreme ignorance, apathy, or pressure from the shadows. Among other things, the court effectively
acknowledged that my statutory release date (a mandatory release date based upon accrual of good-time credits
pursuant to 18 USC 4163) is December 22, 2009 -- nearly 10 years ago, but decided it was a "moot" issue
because (for reasons unexplained the court thinks that only the Parole Commission can release me. Section
4163 is administered by the Attorney General through the Bureau of Prisons. It has never in its history been
administered by the BOP. I am preparing a motion to amend/alter the judgment.
I also wanted to ask you if you or any of your viewers might be interested in becoming a plaintiff in a lawsuit soon
to be filed in Washington, DC against the BOP in respect to the recent mail rejections occurring through the
nation for failing to use a white envelope or a label? I received an email from an attorney who is frankly doing
some remarkable legal work for prisoners and he is looking for non-prisoners to become plaintiffs in the suit. I'm
sure it will be a class action, the way it sounds. I am personally in the administrative remedy process for rejecting
my correspondence from friends and family, so it will be awhile before I can proceed in court and probably won't
have to, as I'm quite sure that the suit (most likely an injunction) will be successful. If you or any of your viewer
would like to become a plaintiff in the suit, the attorney's name is: Brandon Sample and any inquiries should be
emailed to him at: INFO@BRANDONSAMPLE.COM and they should write into the subject line "BOP Mail
Restrictions Litigation." I will be contacting a few friends individually to see if they want to participate.
In the meantime, I am continuing to continue and in God's time I hope and pray for some justice -- not merely for
me, but so many others as well. The unique Catholic apologist Donoso Cortez once wrote that if democracy
prevails the only thing that will be a crime will be innocence itself. Did I recently hear the news correctly that a
southern Governor actually advocated aborting (murdering) a baby after birth??? How close are we really?
Methinks that God lets the pendulum swing to justify the momentum of its return. God bless you and yours....
Yorie
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